Abstract-The study of regenerating codes has advanced tremendously in recent years. However, most known constructions require large field size, and hence may be hard to implement in practice. In this paper, by using notions from field theory and matrix analysis to restructure known coding techniques, two explicit constructions of regenerating codes are obtained. These codes approach the cut-set bound as the reconstruction degree increases, and may be realized over any given field if the file size is large enough. Since distributed storage systems are the main purpose of regenerating codes, this file size restriction is trivially satisfied in most conceivable scenarios. The first construction attains the cut-set bound at the MBR point asymptotically for all parameters, whereas the second one attains the cut-set bound at the MSR point asymptotically for low-rate parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the emergence of cloud storage platforms, distributed storage systems are ubiquitous. As classic erasure correction codes fail to scale with the exponential growth of data, regenerating codes were proposed [16] .
A regenerating code is described by the parameters (n, k, d, B, q, α, β), where k ≤ d ≤ n− 1 and β ≤ α. The file x ∈ F B q is to be stored on n storage nodes. The reconstruction degree k is the number of nodes required to restore x, a process which is called reconstruction, and carried out by a data collector. The repair degree d is the number of helper nodes which are required to restore a lost node, a process which is called repair, and carried out by a newcomer node (abbrv. newcomer). The parameter α denotes the number of field elements per storage node, and the parameter β denotes the number of field elements which are to be downloaded from each helper node during repair. Further requirements are the ability to reconstruct from any set of k nodes, and to repair from any set of d nodes.
In [16] , the parameters of any regenerating code were shown to satisfy the so called cut-set bound
that can be attained with equality. In cases where it is achieved with equality, a tradeoff between α and β is apparent. One point of this tradeoff, in which α is minimized, attains α = This paper consists of two parts, both of which stem from novel restructuring of code techniques from [9] . In the first part, regenerating codes with α = dβ are constructed. These codes have B that asymptotically attains (1) with equality as k increases, and is close to attaining equality even for small values of k. In addition, as long as the file size is large enough, these codes may be realized over any given field. The second part contains a construction of regenerating codes with d ≥ 2k − 2 that have B which approaches αk as k increases. As in the first part, these codes may also be realized over any given field if the file size is large enough.
Conceptually, these constructions serve both as a mathematical proof of concept that almost optimal regenerating codes exist over any field, and as a means to reduce the complexity of the involved encoding, reconstruction, and repair algorithms by using smaller finite field arithmetics. Note that by employing the structure of an extension field as a vector space over its base field, one may implement any code over an extension field by operations over the base field. However, this approach requires implementation of sophisticated circuits for multiplication over the extension field, while employing the base field itself enables implementation using matrix multiplication only.
The work of [9] , which inspired ours, provides MBR codes for all parameters n, k, and d, where the underlying field size q must be at least n, and B = k+1 2
. MSR codes for all parameters n, k, and d such that d ≥ 2k − 2 were also constructed in [9] , where the underlying field size must be at least n(d − k + 1), and B = (d − k + 1)(d − k + 2). These codes are given under a powerful framework called product matrix codes, and are the main objects of comparison in this paper. Henceforth, they are denoted by PM-MBR and PM-MSR, respectively. It is noted in [9, Sec. I.C] that only the case β = 1 is discussed since striping of data is possible, and larger β may be obtained by code concatenation. It will be shown in the sequel that allowing a larger β, not through concatenation, enables a significant reduction in field size with a small and often negligible loss of code rate.
According to [9, Sec. I.B.], regenerating codes that do not attain (1) with equality are not MBR codes, even if they satisfy α = dβ and attain (1) asymptotically. Similarly, regenerating codes which attain B = αk asymptotically are not considered MSR codes. To the best of our knowledge, such codes were not previously studied, and hence, we coin the following terms. The following lemma, which is well-known, provides a convenient and yet redundant representation of extension fields as matrices over the base field. This representation encapsulates both the additive and the multiplicative operations in the extension field as the respective operations between matrices.
is monic and irreducible of degree m with companion matrix P , then the linear span over F q of the set
Lemma 1 also has an inverse [15] . That is, given the field F q m , it is possible to represent its elements as all powers of the companion matrix P which corresponds to an irreducible polynomial of degree m over F q . Hence, for any m and any such matrix P , let θ P : F q m → F m×m q be the function which maps an element in the extension field F q m to its matrix representation in F m×m q as a linear combination of powers of P , and since our results are oblivious to the choice of P , we denote θ P by θ. Notice that θ is a field isomorphism, that is, every y 1 and y 2 in F q m satisfy that θ(y 1 ·y 2 ) = θ(y 1 )·θ(y 2 ) and θ(y 1 + y 2 ) = θ(y 1 ) + θ(y 2 ). The function θ is naturally extended to matrices, where A ∈ F s×t q m is mapped to
The following lemmas are easy to prove, and their full proof may be found in [10] .
Lemma 2. For any integers m, s, t and , if
A ∈ F s×t q m and B ∈ F t× q m then Θ(AB) = Θ(A) · Θ(B).
Lemma 3. For any integers m and t, if
The proofs of the construction of NMSR codes in Section IV are slightly more involved than those given in other sections. The main tools in those proofs are cyclotomic cosets and Kronecker products, which are discussed below. Definition 2. [3, Sec. 3.7] , [12, Sec. 7.5] 
It is well known (e.g., [3] , [12] ) that for any m such that gcd(q, m) = 1, the size of any q-cyclotomic coset modulo m divides the order of q in Z m (that is, the smallest integer t such that q t = 1 (modm)). 
The Kronecker product is useful when solving equations in which the unknown variable is a matrix. This application is enabled through an operator called vec, defined as follows.
The following two lemmas present several properties of the Kronecker product and the vec operator. Their proofs may be found, e.g., in [1] , [4] , [8] , [10] . 
III. NEARLY MBR CODES
For any given n, k, d, q, and a sufficiently large file size B, this section presents regenerating codes with α = dβ, and B which approaches the cut-set bound as k increases. For any such n, k, d and q let b be an integer such that
2 . Since usually, the file size B is in the order of magnitude of billions, and the number of nodes is in the order of magnitude of dozens or hundreds, Condition A1 is trivially satisfied in many distributed storage systems.
Given a file x ∈ F B q , define the following data matrix, which resembles the corresponding one in [9] :
Let P be a companion matrix of any primitive polynomial of degree b k over F q , and let i 1 , . . . , i n be distinct integers in the range {0, . . . , q b/k − 1}, which exist by A1. Using P and i 1 , . . . , i n , define the following encoding matrix,
, where
and store M j · X in storage node j. Notice that by the definition of the matrix P , we have that α = 
According to (4), the matrix M D is of the form D and obtain XM i . Since X is a symmetric matrix, exact repair is obtained by transposing.
The proof of the following theorem is similar, and may be found in [10] . By Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 it is evident that α = dβ, and hence this construction attains minimum bandwidth repair. However, the cut-set bound (1) is not attained, as is explained in the remainder of this section. (1) we have that B ≤ C for all regenerating codes. Clearly, for codes which attain α = dβ we have that
Hence, for NMBR codes we have that C =
. It is readily verified that indeed, C > B, thus (1) is not attained, and hence these are not MBR codes. However, we have that
and hence the cut-set bound is achieved in the asymptotic regime. That is, since a large k implies a large b (since k|b in Condition A2) and a large d (since d ≥ k), by choosing a large enough k, one may obtain a code in which B is arbitrarily close to C, regardless of the relation between k and d. Due to space constraints, only the essentials of the comparison to PM-MBR codes are given (Table I) . Complete details, accompanied by numerical examples are given in [10] . In Table I , EPM-MBR denotes the result of applying the transform Θ directly on PM-MBR codes (or alternatively, the symmetric representation from [14] ). In addition, to obtain a fair comparison, PM-MBR and EPM-MBR codes are concatenated to themselves 1 in order to have identical n, k, d, α and β as NMBR codes when measured in bits; only then the resulting file size and code rate are compared.
IV. NEARLY MSR CODES
In this section, for any given n, k, d, q such that d ≤ n − 1 and d = 2k − 2, and for a sufficiently large file size B, regenerating codes in which B approaches αk as k increases are provided. Codes for d > 2k −2 with similar properties are obtained from this construction in [10] . For any such n, k, d and q, let b be an integer such that
and let
, and thus, since g ≤ k − 1, it follows that any integer b such that k | b and b ≥ k(log q n + log q b) suffices. Further, Condition B2 also implies that
and hence it is trivially satisfied in many distributed storage systems. Similar to [9] , given a file x ∈ F B q , arrange its symbols in the upper triangle of two square matrices S 1 , S 2 of dimensions
over F q , complete the lower triangle of S 1 , S 2 to obtain symmetry, and define 
Next, a set of integers i 1 , . . . , i n in the range {0, . . . ,
− 1} is chosen such that no two reside in the same q-cyclotomic coset modulo
. This choice is enabled by Condition B2, and proved in [10] Let P be a companion matrix of any primitive polynomial of degree b k over F q , and let
. . .
Define the This improvement also follows from [6, Eq. (37) ].
2 That is, a submatrix which consists of complete blocks.
The proof of Theorem 3 resembles the proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 1, and may be found in [10] . The proof of Theorem 4 is given in full. Proof. Let K = {j 1 , . . . , j k } be a subset of [n] of size k, and download M ji X from node j i for each j i ∈ K. The data collector obtains
where Λ K and Φ K are the row-submatrices of Λ and Φ which consist of the block-rows which are indexed by K. By multiplying from the right by Φ K , the data collector obtains
where W and Q are symmetric matrices. For s ∈ [k] denote i js by s , and notice that for distinct s and t in [k],
. and hence,
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Now, it follows from Lemma 4 that vectorizing both sides of this equation results in 
and by Lemma 5, the eigenvalues of
If 1 ∈ Δ, it follows that there exist e and h in {0, 1,
. Therefore, there exists an integer t such that
and hence,
Since clearly,
and q are mutually disjoint with
) and hence, it follows that t and s , which are notations for i jt and i js , respectively, are in the same q-cyclotomic coset modulo
, a contradiction to the choice of i 1 , . . . , i n . Therefore, 1 / ∈ Δ, which implies that (6) is solvable, and the data collector may obtain Q s,t and W s,t for all distinct s and t in [k] .
Having this information, the data collector may consider the i-th block-row of Q, excluding the diagonal element,
in which the matrix on the right is invertible by construction, and by Lemma 3. Hence, the data collector obtains Φ 1 S 2 , . . . , Φ k S 2 , out of which any k − 1 may once again be used to extract S 2 by the same argument. Clearly, S 1 may be obtained similarly from the submatrices W s,t .
Note that in the above code B = Similar to the comparison in Section III, EPM-MSR codes may also be defined by applying Θ (or the symmetric representation from [14] ) directly on PM-MSR codes. Further, the codes PM-MSR and EPM-MSR are concatenated to themselves in order to obtain the same n, k, d, α, and β as NMBR codes, and only then the resulting file size and code rate are compared. The comparison is given in Table II. V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH In this paper, asymptotically optimal regenerating codes were introduced. These codes attain the cut-set bound asymptotically as the reconstruction degree k increases, and may be defined over any field if the file size is reasonably large.
For future research it is interesting to study the applications of our techniques to other regenerating code constructions. For example, to constructions that attain other points of the cut-set trade-off [2] , varying number of repair nodes [7] , or high-rate MSR codes (e.g., [11] , [13] , [17] , [18] ).
